
Description

The red oak has a firm, straight-grained and slightly porous wood, which has a soft reddish colour. On the longitudinal surfaces, sharply separated annual rings and ring-

shaped early wood vessels show distinctive drawings or stripes. Radially, the conspicuous mirrors create excellent decorations.

Trade names and other namesTrade names and other names
German: Roteiche, Zerreiche

 English: Red oak, American red oak, Northern red oak

 French: Chêne rouge, Chêne rouge américain, Chêne rouge d'Amérique

 Italian: Quercia rossa, Rovere rosso

 Spanish: Roble americano, Roble rojo

 Dutch: n.a.

 Portuguese: Carvalho-vermelho-americano, Carvalho-do-norte-vermelha, Carvalho-vermelho-do-norte

 Arabic: n.a.

 Chinese: ��

Available thicknessesAvailable thicknesses
32, 52, 60, 70, 80 mm, other thicknesses on request.

Bouls Red Oak 70 mm
Item No.  02-000524

https://atlasholz.ch/en-us/


OccurrenceOccurrence
The red oak is native to eastern North America and Europe.

Trunk and barkTrunk and bark
The Red Oak tree grows to a height of 20 to 25 m and reaches a diameter of 61 to 90 cm.

Characteristics and wood colourCharacteristics and wood colour
The coarse-pored wood has very wide-lumen vessels. These remain unthyled even after kerning, so that red oak is not suitable for barrel production. Heartwood of red

oak is brown to red (pinkish brown) brown to yellow, without colour stripes. The sapwood is clearly contrasting in colour to the heartwood.

Specifications
Category Lumber

Product group Unedged lumber

Thicknesses 70 mm

Weight kg/m3 720.000

Specie Red Oak

Botanical name Quercus rubra

Wood type Hardwood

Main occurrence Europe | North America

Wood origin Germany | France | Austria | Switzerland

Certification not certified | FSC®100%

Colour red brown

Hue medium colour

Use furniture | interior | doors

Surface structure rough-cut

Humidity 10% ± 2%

Customs tariff number 44079110

Packaging loosely

Items on stock yes

Date of delivery approx. 3 - 6 working days

Postal shipping nein

Documents
Prospekt Furniere & Massivholz

Holzdeklaration

https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000003/ATL_prospekt_furniere_massivholz_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000240/Holzdeklaration_v2017_de.pdf
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